Theme Configuration - the main configuration

In the main page of the Theme Configuration you'll find the Configuration tab. In this tab you'll make settings that apply globally to your Confluence.

Go to: Access it through the admin section of Confluence under the Refined Theme Configuration, or directly from the settings cog.

What's what in the Configuration page?

Settings that are applied in the Theme Configuration are applied globally, meaning that they will apply to any site or any category in your Confluence.

To learn more about a setting, hover it and click the information icon on each setting.
Theme Configuration

GENERAL

Site Name: Global Site
Choose a name for your global site.

Default Theme: [Select Theme]

News System: [Enabled] [Disabled]
Choose if the RefinedTheme News System should be enabled. This function must be enabled if you are using the {news} macro.

Menu Bar Display: [Optional] [Hidden by default]

No Logo Mode: [Disabled]
Check this button if you do not want to show the global logo on the menu.

DISABLED HIGHLIGHT: [Disabled]
Search highlight mode will highlight the first search result.

CATEGORY

SPACE

USER

THEME INFORMATION
Theme data version: 6.0.x
Theme version: 6.1.0

HELP / TIPS
Documentation
What's new!
Report a bug
Get support
Generate support file